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 Bread from Heaven

 

Your place is the wilderness. The bread
you eat falls from heaven. Your basket is in
your hands.

Clutch your basket tight in your hands, and
your manna will have no place to rest.
Open it up to whatever falls from heaven,
and your basket will always be full.



10 Shevat

10 Shevat: A Day of Two Rebbes
 The sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak

Schneersohn, passed away on this date in 1950. Exactly
one year later, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson
accepted the leadership of the movement, and set about
transforming the face of world Jewry . . .

7 Teachings from the Rebbe's "Mission Statement"
 By Eli Rubin

 When a Rebbe Ascends, We Must All Ascend With Him

Your Questions

Is the Tide Pod Challenge Kosher?
 by Yehuda Shurpin

 One common misconception is that if something is kosher,
then it must be healthy to eat.

What Does "Heimish" Mean?
 It's based on the Yiddish word heim, which means “home,” it

describes things that are homey or familiar.

Essay

Why It's Okay That Free Will Is Paradoxical
 By Tzvi Freeman

 Isn’t everything predetermined by the mechanics of the
universe? I’m just a programmed machine; how can I be
blamed for being what I am? Since G-d knows the future,
what choice do we have in it?

Parshah

How Did the Parting of the Red Sea Happen?
 By Menachem Posner

 The parting of the Red Sea was performed by G‑d after the
Exodus. The Israelites walked on dry land, and Pharaoh
and the Egyptians drowned.
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Miriam's Well: Unravelling the Mystery
 by Yehuda Shurpin

 Why is the well called by Miriam’s name? And what
happened to Miriam’s Well after the Jews entered the land
of Israel?

Women

A Little Change (and Faith) Keeps Life Exciting
 By Elana Mizrahi

 When you get used to something, after a while you take it
for granted. You don’t see the blessing in it or value it as
much. It becomes less endearing

Why Do People Say I’m So Ungrateful?
 By Rosally Saltsman

 I’m ungrateful! At least that’s what my parents and friends
tell me. They say I never appreciate anything anyone does
for me, and that I’m always finding fault with everyone and
everything.

Jewish News

Mendel Morosov, 101, Personification of Chassidic
History and Wit

 By Dovid Margolin and Eli Rubin
 Transmitted stories and wisdom from generations of Rebbes

and Chassidim.

‘Washington Post’ Highlights Santa Fe Rabbi’s
Soviet-Era Inspiration

 By Dovid Margolin
 A focus on uniting people, after a family history of

witnessing divisiveness.

Story

The Chicken Farmer and the Man in the Bus Stop
 By Menachem Posner

 Life on the farm was hard. The community remained
painfully small, and there were few if any other young
chassidic families for miles around.

Lifestyle

Comforting Chicken Noodle Soup
 By Miriam Szokovski

 

Art: 12 Tribes of Israel: Asher - The Prosperous One
 By Lesley Friedmann
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     10 Shevat 
   10 Shevat: A Day of Two Rebbes

The 10th day of the Jewish month of Shevat (Yud Shevat in Hebrew) is a most significant date on the chassidic
calendar. It is the anniversary of passing (yahrtzeit) of the sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak
Schneersohn (1880–1950), of righteous memory.

It is also the day when, in 1951, the seventh Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson (1902–1994), of
righteous memory, formally accepted the leadership of Chabad-Lubavitch with a historic discourse (maamar) and
address at a gathering marking the first anniversary of his predecessor’s passing.

© Copyright 2018, all rights reserved.

     10 Shevat 
   7 Teachings from the Rebbe's "Mission Statement"

    By Eli Rubin
 

The following teachings are excerpted and freely translated from the inaugural address of the Rebbe, Rabbi
Menachem M. Schneerson, of righteous memory, delivered on the 10th of Shevat, 1951. Mentions of “the Rebbe”
refer to the Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak Schneersohn, the sixth Rebbe of Chabad, who had passed away exactly one year
before the inaugural address of his successor. Click here for a more complete transcript in Hebrew. Click here for
original audio recordings of this address.

1. If You Want to Love G‑d, You Need to Love People

http://www.chabad.org/therebbe/default_cdo/jewish/TheRebbeorg.htm
http://www.chabad.org/therebbe/article_cdo/aid/115101/jewish/Basi-Legani-5711-Chapter-1.htm
http://www.chabad.org/therebbe/article_cdo/aid/2756/jewish/Love-According-to-the-Rebbe.htm
http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/2989358
http://www.chabad.org/therebbe/sichoskodesh_cdo/year/5711/month/11/day/cat/x/41/y/18
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(Courtesy of JEM/The Living Archive)

Love of G‑d, love of the Torah, and Love of the Jewish people are bound up with one another, so much so that they
are all one. Only when you love your fellow as yourself are you able to love G‑d, who transcends the world and is the
master of all things. For this reason the Rebbe relinquished his own physical and even spiritual interests out of love
for the Jewish people. If you have love of G‑d but not love of the Torah and love of people, you are actually lacking in
love of G‑d. On the other hand, if you love people you will ultimately come to love the Torah and love G‑d as well.

2. When a Rebbe Ascends, We Must All Ascend With Him
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Histalkus (Art by Hendel Lieberman)

The Rebbe’s ascent beyond the physical might lead you to think that it has become ever more difficult to connect to
him. Know that the contrary is true: Your connection must only increase more and more. Just as the Rebbe
constantly ascends to new heights, so we must gather additional strength in order that we may accompany him.

3. Your Purpose is Far More Profound Than You Think
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(Courtesy of JEM/The Living Archive)

The Zohar teaches that there is depth within depth, there is the revealed and the hidden, and within the hidden is
concealed yet deeper purpose. The Rebbe gifted people with various kinds of missions. Some of us were instructed
to engage in a trade or in commerce, but the inner intention was to advance Torah study and mitzvah observance.
Others of us were instructed to become spiritual educators, disseminators of Judaism, or simply to teach children the
Aleph-Bet. We must all realize that these are all but external garments for a more profound vision. The deeper vision
is to spread the wellsprings of Chassidism, and thereby to attain ultimate redemption.

4. The People and the Leader Are One
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When a maamar is spoken, a new light is entering the world. (Courtesy of Jem/The Living
Archive)

All who had and have a connection with the Rebbe will continue to have a connection to the Rebbe in the future. You
must know that all the instructions received from the Rebbe have an inner intent, and that inner intent is to reveal the
inner core of the Torah, that the wellsprings shall be spread to the outside … and then “Moses and the Jewish people
shall sing.” The “and” in this verse (Exodus, 15:1) signifies ultimate connection. The verse uses the singular form of
the verb “to sing” (yashir) rather than the plural (yashiru), indicating that the people and their leader become a single
entity.

5. Feed Bodies and Feed Souls

http://www.chabad.org/9876#v1
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(Courtesy of JEM/The Living Archive)

Each one of us is required to recognize that our purpose is to emulate our forefather Abraham. When arriving in a
place where the people didn’t know of G‑dliness, didn’t know of Judaism, Abraham put himself aside. His priority was
to see to it that even such people would ultimately go into the streets and shout “G‑d world!” (el olam, Genesis,
21:33) meaning that G‑dliness and the world are one. Your love of the Jewish people should not only be actualized
physically, in giving food to the hungry and water to the thirsty, but also in bringing Jews to love of Torah and to love
of G‑d.

6. Your Earthly Work Transcends the Loftiest Heavens

(Courtesy of JEM/The Living Archive)

The ultimate purpose of creation does not lie in any supernal realm, for all those realms entail a descent for G‑d.
They are but revelations. It is specifically in this world that G‑d’s transcendent essence is most tangibly encountered.
Through the earthly labor of subduing all that is unholy and transforming it into holiness, we uncover G‑d’s most
intimate and transcendent self within the earthly garden.

7. You Are In the Driver’s Seat

http://www.chabad.org/8216#v33
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(Courtesy of JEM/The Living Archive)

In Chabad it was always demanded that each individual must take responsibility for their own spiritual work, and that
they must not rely on the Rebbes. In Chabad we each have to work independently, with every limb and sinew. As the
Talmud says: All is in the hands of heaven except for fear of heaven (Brachot, 33b). I am not refusing to help you,
heaven forfend. I will help as much as I am able. But unless you work independently, what will be gained if I
distribute new teachings, if we sing inspiring melodies, and say l’chaim?! Each person must independently transform
their worldly excitement into holy excitement.

Eli Rubin studied Chassidic literature and Jewish Law at the Rabbinical College of America and at Yeshivot in the
UK, the US and Australia. He has been a research writer and editor at Chabad.org since 2011, focusing on the social
and intellectual history of Chabad Chassidism. Through his writing, research, and editorial work he has successfully
participated in a range of scholarly interchanges and collaborative endeavors.

© Copyright 2018, all rights reserved.

     Your Questions 
   Is the Tide Pod Challenge Kosher?

    
     by Yehuda Shurpin

 

Question

Rabbi, I don’t know if you heard about this, but there is a recent trend of eating Tide pods (no, I’m not kidding—the
colorful detergent packets used in washing machines). I don’t think I would ever do it, but if I did, do those pods
needs to be certified kosher for consumption?

Reply

http://www.chabad.org/tools/feedback_cdo/sendto/Eli+Rubin
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You do not really need a rabbi to advise you against eating Tide pods. They are not food and probably very
dangerous. Period. Nevertheless, this is an excellent opportunity to clear up a few misconceptions about kosher and
kosher certifications.

Kosher Poison

One common misconception is that if something is kosher, then it must be healthy to eat.

When something is certified as “kosher,” it is being certified that there are no ingredients that violate Jewish dietary
laws. This includes, but by no means is limited to, making sure that non-kosher animal byproducts are not found in
items, as well as no mixing of meat and dairy.

At times, the strict controls set up by some kashrut organizations can have an added benefit of producing a healthier
product, though this is not always the case. To illustrate, hemlock—one of the deadliest and most infamous of
poisons (think Plato and Socrates)—comes from a plant and is completely natural, and therefore is technically
“kosher.”

Of course, one of the commandments in the Torah is to be careful with our health,1 so one shouldn’t eat anything that
is harmful to them. Yet what is harmful for one person may be fine, or even healthy, for another. Therefore, the
question of health is left to doctors (who themselves are not always in agreement), and the question of kosher is left
to rabbis.

In short, just like hemlock may be kosher but no one in their right mind would advise consuming it, the same can be
said for other dangerous items (including, of course, laundry detergent).

Having established that just because something is “kosher” and even “kosher certified” does not mean it is healthy to
eat, we can turn to the question of kosher certification on detergents and similar items.

Kosher Soaps and Detergent

Soaps and detergents sometimes contain non-kosher ingredients like animal byproducts (for example, the main
ingredient in many cleaners is surfactant, which can be derived from animal fat). As such, there is certainly a
possibility that a cleaner product contains non-kosher ingredients.

However, since most soaps and detergents are considered inedible2 (despite the Internet trend, people eating them
does not redefine them as “edible” for the rest of us), even if they do come in contact with food, they still don’t render
the food unkosher. Strictly speaking, no kashrut certification is required on soaps and detergents.3

At the same time, many advise that if possible, one should be strict with soaps and cleaning products used with
items that come into contact with food.4 Additionally, some maintain that items smeared on a person’s skin need to
be kosher. While the final halacha does not follow these opinions, some have the custom to be strict when possible.5
As such, some kashrut organizations do indeed certify soaps and detergents as kosher.

Catch-22: Deliberately Eating Non-Kosher Inedible Items

In our case, however—where one is deliberately eating an inedible item—comes a “catch-22.”Although an inedible
item is generally not considered food, according to many the moment one deliberately eats the inedible item, that act
itself signals that for this person the item is (rabbinically) considered a “food item,” which would need to be kosher.6
(The one caveat is if the inedible non-kosher item is in a mixture of several ingredients, and a substantial part of the
inedible product is kosher, one would be permitted to eat it7). So even if you are foolish enough to ignore the FDA,
for heaven’s sake, at the very least make sure it’s kosher!

That said, as far as Internet dares go, I suggest challenging people to something much more revolutionary, like
eating only kosher food, giving charity or otherwise making the world a better place.

Rabbi Yehuda Shurpin responds to questions for Chabad.org's Ask the Rabbi service.

http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/113425/jewish/What-Is-Kosher.htm
http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/113474/jewish/Kosher-Certification.htm
javascript:doFootnote('1a3920602');
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FOOTNOTES

© Copyright 2018, all rights reserved.

     Your Questions 
   What Does "Heimish" Mean?

Heimish (היימיש: pronounced by HAY-mish or HY-mish): Based on the Yiddish word heim, which means
“home,” it describes things that are homey or familiar.

Make yourself at home: Going back to Abraham, the very first Jew, our people have always valued inviting others
into our homes. This mitzvah is known as hachnasat orchim, “bringing in guests.” When inviting in guests, the host
may say, mach zich heimish, “make yourself at home.”

Nice and Informal: If the guest finds that the home is the informal type, where everyone is welcome to just be
themselves and no one stands on ceremony, he may say that it’s a heimishe type of place.

Home Cooking: Since heim means home, home-cooked food or baked goods can be referred to as heimish.

One of Us: Speaking broadly, Yiddish-speaking Jews can be divided into two groups: Litvaks on one end, and
Poilisher Jews on the other end, each group having many subcategories and branches. Those of the Litvak camp will
use the first pronunciation of HAY-mish, while the Polish Jews (and their Hungarian cousins) will say HY-mish. In fact,
Hungarians will refer to their fellow Hungarian (chassidic) Jews as heimish, probably because they can trace their
roots back to der heim (as the old country is known to first-generation immigrants). Thus a retail establishment
belonging to a heimishe fellow (in which only kosher items are sold, of course) will be referred to as a “heimishe
store.”

Note that in this context, only the Polish pronunciation of HY-mish is used.

Challah in a Pan: Challah is Hebrew for “loaf.” However, in Yiddish, it refers specifically to the braided loaves that
grace festive Shabbat and holiday tables. These two loaves remind us of the double portion of manna that G‑d would
provide for our ancestors in the desert every Friday. For reasons that are not clear to the author of this article,

1. Deuteronomy 4:15; Talmud, Shabbat
32a.

2. Note: This article is about kosher
year-round. With regards to
Passover, the bar is higher. Not only
does it need to be inedible for
humans, it needs to be inedible for
dogs as well (See Shulchan Aruch
Orech Chaim 442:9 and Magen
Avraham 14 ad loc). Furthermore,
there are some who are of the
opinion that even year-round, an
inedible item remains rabbinically
forbidden until it is inedible for dogs
as well as humans (See Minchat
Kohen 1:89; Pri Toar 103; Shaagat
Aryeh 75). Nevertheless, with
regards to the issue at hand, this
would seem to be a moot point since
dogs do not eat detergent.

3. See Talmud Avodah Zarah 67b-68a.

4. Another concern is that it is possible
that the soap (or part of it) is not
actually “inedible,” even if it has a
somewhat bad taste.

5. See Shach, Nekudas Hakesef, Yoreh
Deiah 117:4; Biur Halacha, Orech
Chaim 326 s.v. bshar cheilev;
Responsum Yechaveh Daat 4:43.

6. See Shulchan Aruch Harav, Orech
Chaim 442:32; Tzemach Tzedek,
Piskei Dinim Yoreh Deiah 103:1
quoting the Rashbah.

7. See Tzemach Tzedek, Piskei Dinim
Yoreh Deiah 103:1. If the majority of
the mixture is kosher, then the kosher
part need not be entirely “inedible.” It
only needs to become slightly
defective for it to be permitted to eat
the entire product.

http://www.chabad.org/9968#v15
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Yet the ultimate creation
of this all-powerful
Creator is a creature that
can choose whether to
do its Creator’s will—or
otherwise.

challah that has been baked in an oval pan with walls is called heimish challah (also limited to the Polish
pronunciation).

Do you have something to add? Please make yourself heimish, and leave me a comment.

Sefira Ross is a freelance designer and illustrator whose original creations grace many Chabad.org pages. Residing
in Seattle, Washington, her days are spent between multitasking illustrations and being a mom.

© Copyright 2018, all rights reserved.

     Essay 
   Why It's Okay That Free Will Is Paradoxical

    
     By Tzvi Freeman

 

Free will is a cornerstone of Jewish thought from the very get-go. And from the very get-go it is presented as a
paradox.

The Hebrew Bible opens with G‑d calling heaven and earth into being out of the absolute void.1 There’s an
implication hidden there: that the very substance of each thing is nothing other than G‑d’s will that it exist. Things
happen only because He says they should happen.

Yet the final and ultimate creation of this all-powerful Creator is a creature
that can choose whether to do its Creator’s will—or otherwise. Namely, us,
the human being.

And not by some Frankensteinian blunder. By deliberate intent.

“In the image of G‑d, He created them,” states the Book of Genesis.2 That’s
a loaded phrase. The One who preceded heaven and earth certainly does
not have an image.

Rather, the meaning is that G‑d intended this being to be unique as He is
unique. Just as its Creator freely chose the nature of each thing He will create, so this being is free to choose
whether to follow his G‑d-given nature, to transcend it, or to destroy it.

Indeed, after Adam disobeyed G‑d’s command and ate the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, G‑d
says, “Verily, this human is unique, that of his own he can know good and evil.”3

And there is the puzzle: Even as this creature is defying its Creator, it does so with the current of vitality and will that
flows to it from its Creator.

http://www.chabad.org/3159160
http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/3909393/jewish/Free-Will.htm
javascript:doFootnote('1a3023');
javascript:doFootnote('2a3023');
javascript:doFootnote('3a3023');
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G‑d has decided with His
unlimited power to
supply life to one thing
so large that He depends
upon it.

Free Will and the Impossible Rock

Remember the old question about G‑d creating a rock so heavy even He can’t lift it? Here’s that rock: G‑d has
decided with His unlimited power to supply life to one thing so large that it is
not in His hands—on the contrary, He depends upon it. And that is our free
will to respect or ignore His authority.

That’s not a paradox you and I just discovered. In the Talmud, we find Rabbi
Chanina teaching:

All is in the hands of heaven, except for the awe of heaven, as it says,
”And now, Israel, what does G‑d want from you, other than that you
should be in awe of Him?”4

Rabbi Akiva presents the same paradox from a different angle. He says, “All is foreseen, and permission is given.”5

Meaning, there is a destiny that is known. It can’t be any other way. It is that way because G‑d wills it to be that way.
And yet, He gives you permission to arrive there by your free will.

http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/693352/jewish/Can-Gd-Create-a-Rock-Thats-Too-Heavy-for-Him-to-Lift-Longer-Version.htm
javascript:doFootnote('4a3023');
javascript:doFootnote('5a3023');
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It’s a matter of making
peace between the self-
organizing phenomenon
of life and the relentless
entropy of causality.

Free Will, Paradox and Reality

It’s a conflict that is an integral part of human experience:

On the one hand, we all agree that we experience our actions as acts of free
will. Indeed, our societies, laws and morals are founded on this assumption.
Yet, at the same time, any thinking person realizes how impotent we are
before the forces of a virtually infinite universe.

Resolving this paradox, then, is a matter of making peace between our
subjective experience and the objectivity of human reason, between
ourselves as individuals and ourselves as a part of this great universe.

On a deeper level, it is a matter of making peace between two great forces of our universe, the self-organizing
phenomenon of life and the relentless entropy of natural law.
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What appears to us as an
irresolvable conflict of
two aspects of reality
forces us to see a higher
reality.

The Opportunity of Paradox

A paradox is not a blunder of logic. It is a discovery of wonder. If everything
would make sense to us, we would know that all the windows of wisdom
have been closed. As in science and mathematics, it is the discovery of
contradiction and paradox that allows us to realize that there is something
beyond ourselves and our limited perspective.

Niels Bohr, one of the fathers of quantum physics, believed that discovery of
a contradiction is a sign you are on the right track. He would often quote the
words of Thomas Mann, “A great truth is that whose opposite is also a great
truth.” He even created a personal coat of arms, with the motto, “Contraria Sunt Complementa”—opposites are
complementary.

So too here: What appears to us as an irresolvable conflict of two aspects of reality forces us to see a higher reality.
It reveals to us the limits of anthropomorphism of G‑d, to see that the Creator is not as the created. We begin to
understand, to paraphrase the words of Isaiah, the prophet of peace, that G‑d’s thoughts are not quite the same as
our thoughts and His way of doing things is not quite the way we would do them.

No, a paradox doesn’t always mean we’ve gotten things wrong. Quite often, it means that we are viewing a deep
truth from a limited perspective.
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We are created beings
attempting to understand
the workings of our
Creator. But the two exist
on entirely different
planes.

The One-Dimensional Worm—A Thought-Experiment

Here’s an example from a one-dimensional world. That’s a line, like this:

Just for the sake of illustration, imagine an intelligent worm that inhabits a
one-dimensional world. Let's call him "Slim."

Slim knows that he can stay in his place, or move to another place (forward
or backward). One day, Slim decides to stretch himself forward. Stretching
and stretching he suddenly bumps against something ahead of him, which it
realizes is his own tail.

But how is that possible? How can Slim move forward and bump into that which is behind him? How could he stretch
away from his place to come to his place?

In the one-dimensional world of Slim the worm, there is no answer. Slim will likely retreat back to his original
unstretched length and pretend this never happened. But a two-dimensional creature might observe Slim’s
conundrum from its perspective and attempt to explain to him, “Hey Slim, the line on which you travel is a circle!”6

So, too, Albert Einstein was able to solve many of the problems of physics by describing our world in four dimensions
instead of three. Similarly, Bohr understood that our measurements of the quantum world were just that—only
measurements. The reality is something we cannot observe.

The same applies with our primordial paradox. We are created beings attempting to understand the workings of our
Creator. But the two exist on entirely different planes. No wonder that we end up with so many apparent
contradictions.
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We prefer a neat and tidy
view of our Creator that
is problematic over a
paradoxical view that
works.

Free Will From the Top Down and Bottom Up

How is our perspective different from our Creator’s?

Quite simply, our perspective is that He is the Big Boss running the show,
while we are the little characters, following His whim. Something like
marionettes.

That’s such a neat and tidy view of G‑d. Problem is, it doesn’t work. And the
reason it doesn’t work is because we can’t neatly fit the Creator into the
binary parameters of His creation.

How does G‑d see Himself and His creation?

There is no way to say, or to know. As the one-dimensional worm cannot know what we mean by a circle, infinitely
more so we cannot know our Creator for whom even time and space are unnecessary parameters.
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Human creativity is a
good example of a
balance of opposites.

But through another paradox—one provided by Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi—we can come closer to that truth
beyond us, close enough to see from afar that which we can never touch.

In the Book of Samuel, Hannah sings, “For G‑d is an all-knowing G‑d.”7 The words she uses carry a second, deeper
meaning. They can also be translated as “G‑d is a G‑d of two knowings.”

What are those “two knowings?” Rabbi Isaac Luria explained them in kabbalistic terms as “higher knowing” and
“lower knowing.”8 But why would G‑d employ a lower way of knowing?

R. Schneur Zalman explains:9 G‑d brings the world into being by knowing that it exists. In order that it be a world that
can know of Him, He employs two modalities of knowing it. One modality is from the top down, the other is from the
bottom up.

The top-down knowing is so called because it sees that which is above—the Creator—as the only true existence,
and that which is below—the creation—as a nothingness.

The bottom-up knowing switches that around: It sees that which is below as a true existence, and that which is
above as a nothingness—since, as we said, the Creator is beyond the comprehension of the created.

Two Minds of Creativity

That being rather abstract, I’ll provide an analogy from human creativity:10

You’re standing with your back to the bonfire with a circle of campers. You
need to make up a story quick. Thank G‑d, you’ve got a great imagination.
Out of that imagination pops vivid characters, fantastic scenes and thrilling
escapades.

Of course, you know that these are all just your imagination. None of them are real. All that’s real is that you are
making up a story.

But a wild imagination alone is not enough to create an enthralling story. To bring your characters alive and keep
your audience engaged, you’re going to need some tools. Like a plot. Like character development. And most of all,
consistency: Once you’ve created a character, you’ll have to stick to the personality of the character you’ve created,
or allow it to change smoothly and convincingly through the events of the story in what’s called a “character arc.”

Now isn’t that strange: It’s nothing more than your imagination, yet to make it believable, you need to believe in it
yourself.
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The phenomenon of life
cannot be understood in
terms of cause and
effect.

Look now at the genesis of the story which you inhabit—namely, this time-space continuum. True, there are some
crucial distinctions between your storytelling and G‑d’s. As creative and original as you may be, your characters are
modeled out of the clay of your past experiences, emotions and perspective on life. Your Creator, on the other hand,
pulls us and our entire world out of an absolute void.

Nevertheless, when He does so, we’re still just a fantasy. We have no ego, no will of our own, certainly no free will.
As long as we exist in the top-down knowing mode, we don’t fully exist.

Just as you want a convincing story, G‑d wants a real world—a world where His creatures will make choices and
take responsibility for their actions. To accomplish that, He implements another kind of knowing. He knows us from
the inside-out. He knows us because we are here. He knows what we do, because we do it. That’s the bottom-up
knowing.

Now He has a world where there is no reality but Him, while at the same time the true reality of each thing is nothing
but Him. Both are true, because He desires both realities. Both are true, because they are both essential elements of
the story He tells.

But the absolute truth, the one impossible for us to grasp, is that He is capable of both together in perfect harmony.
And that is seen in the miracle of life, of willful beings. Because that is where these two opposites converge.11

Body, Soul and Free Will

We don’t have an analogy from our reality to grasp this clearly. But we have
something close: The relationship between the soul and the body.

Soul and body are not the strict dualism many imagine. A living creature is
not a puppet. The soul is not a ghost within the body.

Rather, when an organism is alive, every cell of that organism is alive. If the
organism is wounded, its cells leap into action. Each cell knows what the
other is doing, each cell knows what it should do, and each cell takes on its job dutifully. That is the meaning of life—
that the physicality of the body transcends itself.

So the soul does not need to command the body to live. When the soul desires something, the body is not coerced
by that desire. As many biologists have pointed out, we cannot speak about cause and effect in an organism the way
that we do in physics and chemistry. Life is a holistic phenomenon. The body is a single whole, and behaves as
such.
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With a paradoxical
model, we are able to
clear up much confusion.

“Just as the soul fills the body,” the rabbis taught, “so G‑d fills the universe.”12 Of course, not in just the same way—
the soul doesn’t bring the body into existence. And the soul is limited by the body, feeling its pain, delighting in its
pleasures, while the Creator of the universe has no such limitations.

Yet there is still a simile: Just as the soul fills the body, so that the body and soul become a single, living whole, so
G‑d can be found at the very essence and being of each of His creations, even as He is beyond all of them. His will
is their soul.

This all occurs in the divine top-down modality of knowing creation.

As for the separateness that each creature senses, that it knows itself as its own being directing its own life—that is
a result of the equally true bottom-up knowing of creation.

As promised, the paradox of divine knowledge and our free will leads us to a more meaningful, more real concept of
G‑d. Not only our ability to choose is a reflection of G‑d in this world, but even our very sense of self as autonomous
beings, that too is G‑d.

Two Ways of Knowing What We Will Choose

R. Schneur Zalman’s two-mind model not only clarifies many issues in the
debate about free will, but also clears up confusion about what seem to be
conflicting descriptions of G‑d’s relationship to our world.

The Talmud often uses a passive form for G‑d’s knowing: “It’s revealed and
known before You …” Not “G‑d knows,” but “it is known” to G‑d. There’s no
action-reaction here, no cause and effect.

So too, in our morning liturgy, we say, “You are He before the world was created. You are He after the world was
created.” For Him, nothing ever changes. Indeed, relative to Him, even as this world exists, it remains essentially
nothing.

That’s what we mean when we say that G‑d is One: He is an immutable oneness, unaffected by any of the events of
time and space that extend from His will and knowledge—because that will and knowledge is not something
separate from Him. As Maimonides lays out clearly, G‑d is “the Knower, the Knowledge and the Act of Knowing” who
“knows all things through knowledge of Himself.”13

All this is in one modality—G‑d knowing from the top-down. But when we say that “the Children of Israel cried out
from their labor” in Egypt, “and G‑d knew”14 —and now He gets into action to save them from their oppressors—then
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We have yet to explain
how a creature can say
no to its Creator’s will.

we are speaking of the bottom-up knowing. We are speaking of G‑d as He invests Himself in His own story.

The same applies to G‑d judging the behavior of the generation of the Flood, incurring wrath against the Egyptians,
showing favor towards the righteous, or judging anyone’s behavior. How does He know? Because of our actions.
And, in this modality, He reacts to those actions as well.

That’s why so many of the other Jewish thinkers claim there is no problem with G‑d’s knowledge and our free choice
—because they are speaking of this ipso-facto knowledge. They explain that G‑d is beyond time, and therefore
knows what we are going to do. But this knowledge of His does not cause us to choose. On the contrary, our choices
cause Him to know. R. Schneur Zalman would say they are speaking of G‑d’s modality of bottom-up knowing.15

When we say that G‑d knows all, and His knowing brings all creatures and events into being, we are speaking of the
top-down knowing. That’s why Maimonides and others teach that this knowing is impossible for us to grasp.

Yet neither can we say that His knowing causes us to do that which He knows.

That’s because cause and effect is a binary construct. There must be two things—one causing, the other the result of
that cause. Like your hand inside a puppet. Everything the puppet does is because of you. It has no independence,
no will of its own.

But with G‑d’s top-down perspective, there is nothing out there for Him to slip His hand into. So when a creature
exists, the existence, will and life of that creature is the existence, will and life of its Creator. You have free choice
because your Creator has free choice.

How Free Is Free Will?

We’ve discussed how G‑d’s creations can have their own will, unlike
creations of the human being. That is because G‑d’s will is the very essence
and being of each one of them—while at the same time, He remains entirely
beyond all of them.

What we have yet to explain is how a creature—specifically the human
creature—is capable of saying no to its Creator’s will. The key to understanding that conundrum is in the model
provided us by R. Schneur Zalman, and in the analogy of the soul and body.
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But it will take another article to open the door to this, perhaps most vital question of free choice: How do human
beings choose other than their Creator’s will, and how does everything nevertheless remain in His hands?

Rabbi Tzvi Freeman, a senior editor at Chabad.org, also heads our Ask The Rabbi team. He is the author of Bringing
Heaven Down to Earth. To subscribe to regular updates of Rabbi Freeman's writing, visit Freeman Files subscription.
FaceBook @RabbiTzviFreeman Periscope @Tzvi_Freeman .
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    By Menachem Posner
 

What Was the Parting of the Red Sea?

The miracle of the parting of the Red Sea (keriat yam suf in Hebrew) was performed by G‑d through Moses, seven
days after the Israelites’ Exodus from Egypt. Pharaoh and the Egyptian armies had pursued Israel to the water.
Moses turned to G‑d in prayer, and G‑d instructed him to raise his staff. A strong east wind blew, and the sea parted,
allowing the Israelites to walk through it on dry land. When the Egyptian pursuers attempted to follow, the water
came crashing down, drowning them in its churning depths. Recognizing the great miracle that had occurred, Moses
and the people of Israel sang the Song of the Sea, and Miriam led the women in song and dance.1

The Lead-up to the Miracle

As told in the opening chapters of the Book of Exodus, the people of Israel had been enslaved by Pharaoh. G‑d saw
their suffering and dispatched Moses and Aaron to set them free. After Moses brought the 10 plagues upon Pharaoh
and his people, Pharaoh finally agreed to let the Israelites go free.

Following G‑d’s command, the Israelites took a circuitous route, giving the Egyptian spies among them the
impression that they were lost in the desert. Pharaoh regretted having let his slaves escape and led his armies out to
drag them back to Egypt and servitude.

The Midrash tells us that, seeing the approaching Egyptian army, the Jewish people were divided into four camps.
There were those who said, “Let us throw ourselves into the sea.” A second group said, “Let us return to Egypt.” A
third faction argued, “Let us wage war upon the Egyptians.” Finally, a fourth camp advocated, “Let us pray to G‑d.”

Moses, however, rejected all four options, saying to the people, “Fear not; stand by and see the salvation of G‑d
which He will show you today. For as you have seen Egypt this day, you shall not see them again, forever. G‑d shall
fight for you, and you shall be silent.”2

Read more here: The Four Factions

G‑d then told Moses:

Why do you cry out to Me? Speak to the children of Israel and let them travel. And you raise your staff
and stretch out your hand over the sea and split it, and the children of Israel shall come in the midst of
the sea on dry land ... And the Egyptians shall know that I am the L‑rd, when I will be glorified through
Pharaoh, through his chariots, and through his horsemen.3

At this point, a pillar of cloud (and the angel Michael), which generally led the people through the desert, wrapped
itself around them from behind, protecting them from Egyptian arrows and projectiles. At the same time, the pillar of
fire illuminated the night for the people of Israel.

The Parting of the Sea
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The Jews by the Parting of the Sea. (Art by Yomam Ranaan)

Moses stretched out his hand over the sea, and G‑d battered the sea with the strong east wind all night, and He
made the sea into dry land. According to the Midrash, at the same moment that the Red Sea parted, all the other
water in the world split as well.

Then the Israelites walked right into the sea on dry land, and the solidified water towered over them on either side.

Seeing their prey in the middle of the sea, the Egyptians and their horses rushed in behind them, still in hot pursuit.
As morning approached, G‑d turned His attention toward the Egyptians, using the cloud and fire to confuse them and
emanate a painful heat. As the wheels came off their chariots, and the horses struggled in the boiling muck, the
Egyptians were cast into complete turmoil.

Then, following G‑d’s command, Moses stretched his hand out over the sea, and it returned to its normal state. In the
confusion that followed, Egyptians fled toward the sea, and G‑d stirred them into its churning depths.

Then, according to the Midrash, the sea spit the Egyptians’ remains onto the seashore so that the Israelites wouldn’t
think that the Egyptians survived by walking through the sea in another miraculously dry passage. And the people
“believed in G‑d and Moses His servant.”

The Song of Gratitude: Az Yashir

The Song at the Sea is so central to Jewish life that it is said every single day as part of the morning service. It is
also known as Shirat Hayam or Az Yashir (“Then He Will Sing”), the opening words of the song as recorded in the
Bible.

The way the Song of the Sea is laid out in a Torah scroll is unique. The text of the song is divided into small snippets,
laid out to form a sort of brickwork, on an extra-wide column.
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In the Torah scroll, the Song of the Sea (“Az Yashir”) is laid out in a unique format, resembling
a brick wall. (Photo: Rabbi Yosef Y. Rabin, Craft Sofer)

The song is 19 verses long. Here is a three-verse sample taken from the middle of the song:

Who is like You among the powerful, O L‑rd?

Who is like You, powerful in the holy place?

Too awesome for praises, performing wonders!

You inclined Your right hand; the earth swallowed them up.

With Your loving kindness You led the people You redeemed;

You led [them] with Your might to Your holy abode.

Read the entire Song of the Sea with Rashi’s commentary.

The song was sung by Moses and the people of Israel. According to one tradition, the people repeated after Moses,
word by word. According to another tradition, Moses sang the song, and the people called out, “I will sing to G‑d,”
after every refrain. A third tradition says that the people and Moses sang every word together in perfect unison.

Read more about these three approaches.

We then read how Miriam, the prophetess, elder sister of Aaron and Moses, led the women in song and dance with
tambourines in hand.

Where did they get their instruments? Very simple, says Rashi.4 Even during the times of darkest suffering, the
Jewish women had complete faith that G‑d would save them, both from the land of Egypt and from the Egyptian
pursuers. So ready for salvation were they, that they actually fashioned their instruments in Egypt and brought them
along when they fled. Talk about saying “thanks in advance!”

Read more about Miriam, her faith and her song.

Nachshon: The Trailblazer
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How did the splitting of the sea happen? According to the Midrash, it all came down to one man named Nachson, the
prince of the tribe of Judah. The sages share the following account:

When Israel stood facing the Red Sea, and the command was given to move forward, each of the tribes hesitated,
saying, “We do not want to be the first to jump into the sea.”

Nachshon saw what was happening—and jumped into the sea.

At that moment Moses was standing and praying. G‑d said to him, “My beloved ones are drowning in the stormy
seas, and you are standing and praying?”

Moses replied, “Master of the world, what am I to do?”

Said G‑d, “Lift your staff and spread your hand over the seas, which will split, and Israel will come into the sea upon
dry land.”

And so it was. Following Nachshon’s lead, the Israelites entered the sea and were saved.

Read more about Nachshon.

Experiencing G‑d

(Art by David Brook)

Walking through the sea on dry land was quite an experience. G‑d spared no effort to make sure his people were
comfortable. The biblical verses tell us that the seabed was dry, and the sages add that the sea walls grew fruit and
spouted fresh water for the travelers. But it was more than just a watery spa. It was a spiritual delight. Tradition tells
us, “What a maidservant saw on the sea, the prophet Ezekiel did not see [in his Divine visions].”5 Even the babies
lifted their heads to behold the Divine presence.

The chassidic masters take it a step further.

Since water conceals everything beneath its waves, the sea represents the realm of that which is hidden, a
spirituality so distant from ours that it is hidden from us. Splitting the sea and revealing the dry land on which the
Jews could walk expresses the idea that the hidden realms become in some way revealed and accessible.
Experiencing this event had a tremendous effect on each person, and prepared them for the greatest experience of
all time: the giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai, which took place six weeks later.

Read more: A Glimpse Beyond the Veil

In the Synagogue
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As mentioned, the Song of the Sea has been incorporated into the daily prayer service and is said every morning
before the Shema. The miracle of the splitting of the sea is then evoked once again in the blessings said after the
Shema.

It is also read every year as part of the annual Torah-reading cycle. The Shabbat on which it is read (generally
around the holiday of 15 Shevat) is known as Shabbat Shirah (“Shabbat of Song”). Some people have the custom to
put kasha out for the birds before Shabbat, or to eat kasha on this Shabbat. Read more about Shabbat Shirah.

The Song of the Sea is also read on the seventh day of Passover, the day on which the sea was split and the song is
sung. On that day, many people have the custom to stay up the entire night, studying Torah, recreating the
miraculous revelations of the parting of the sea. Some people go so far as to pour water on the floor and dance
through it. Read more about the Seventh Day of Passover.

When this Torah reading is chanted, it is sung in a special, mellifluous and dramatic tune, reserved only for the Song
of the Sea.

The Spot of the Splitting of the Sea

As one can imagine, there is considerable speculation regarding the spot where the sea was crossed. The Talmud6

tells us that one who sees that place must recite a special blessing of praise, but does not tell us where it is, leaving
us an instruction with little practical significance.

As Hard as Parting the Sea
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(Art by Sefira Ross)

There are certain everyday events that seem to us to be completely natural, or largely dependant on our own
prowess or natural skill. Two examples would be having enough to eat every day and the fact that many of us merit
to find a loving spouse with whom to spend our lives. The sages tell us that neither of these should be taken for
granted, as they are, in fact miraculous, as supernatural as the splitting of the sea.7 What is the connection between
marriage and parting the sea? To find out more, read: Split Your Sea.

The Conditional Creation

In telling us that the waters reverted to their status quo after the miracle, the verse says, “The sea returned to its
strength.” The rabbis point out that the le’eitano (“to its strength”) can also be read, litena’o (“to its stipulation”).

Which stipulation? A stipulation G‑d made with the sea when He created it on the third day of creation. “When the
children of Israel get to this point,” G‑d warned the sea, “you are to split so they can get through. And if not, I will turn
you back to nothingness.”8

Much wisdom lies beneath this seemingly simple play on words. The purpose of creation was for the Jewish people
to receive the Torah, which in turn makes the world into a place of G‑dly manifestation. Nothing in the world can
possibly get in the way of us fulfilling that mission. And if something would do so, it would never exist in the first
place.

Read more: When the Red Sea Got Real

Rabbi Menachem Posner serves as staff editor for Chabad.org.
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     Parshah 
   Miriam's Well: Unravelling the Mystery

    by Yehuda Shurpin
 

Miriam’s Well (Be’erah shel Miriam) is the name of the spring that miraculously provided water and accompanied
the Israelites throughout the 40 years they traveled in the wilderness.

Why is the well called by Miriam’s name? And what happened to Miriam’s Well after the Jews entered the land of
Israel?

Miriam’s Merit

Toward the end of the Israelites’ sojourn in the desert, the verse tells us, “The entire congregation of the children of
Israel arrived at the desert of Zin in the first month, and the people settled in Kadesh. Miriam died there and was
buried there.The congregation had no water; so they assembled against Moses and Aaron.”1

From the juxtaposition of Miriam’s death and the water shortage, the sages of Talmud understand that for all the
previous 40 years, they did have a ready water source and that it was in Miriam’s merit.2

In fact, the Talmud explains that the three “gifts” the Jews had in the desert—the well of water, the pillar of clouds
and the manna—were in the merit of Miriam, Aaron and Moses, respectively.3

What is the connection between Miriam and water?

The Zohar explains that Miriam stood by the waters of the Nile River and watched over her baby brother Moses to
ensure he would be safe.4 The Midrash connects the well to Miriam’s exuberant praise after the Splitting of the Sea.
Since she was so grateful for a miracle that occurred through water, G‑d rewarded her with water—for which the
Jewish people sang even more praise.5

Origins of Miriam’s Well

Although the well produced the water in Miriam’s merit, the Mishnah lists it among the ten unique things created at
twilight on the eve of the first Shabbat after creation.6

According to the Midrash, the “well” was actually a rock shaped like a sieve. It would roll with them throughout their
travels, and when they stopped, the rock would dig deep into the sand. The leaders of the tribes would come and
stand by it, saying: “Rise up, O well,” and it would rise.7 Some commentators explain that the rock itself didn’t
actually roll with them; rather, the stream of water that originated from the rock would spring up in their new location.8
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It was from this rock that Moses first brought forth water when the Jewish people complained about their lack of
water (in Exodus), and it is the same rock that, after Miriam died, Moses hit in order to draw forth water once again
(in Numbers).

Song of the Well

In the verses recounting the travels of the Jewish people, we find a rather cryptic incident:

And the spilling of the streams that turned to settle at Ar and leaned toward the border of Moab. From
there to the well; that is the well of which the L‑rd said to Moses, “Gather the people, and I will give
them water.”

Then Israel sang this song:

“Ascend, O well, sing to it!A well dug by princes, carved out by nobles of the people,
through the lawgiver with their staffs, and from the desert, a gift.

 From the gift, to the streams, and from the streams to the heights.
 From the heights to the valley in the field of Moab, at the top of the peak, that overlooks the

wastelands."9

The sages explain that the well in this song is Miriam’s well, and the song was sung on account of a miracle that
happened with the well.

The Amorites, knowing that the Jewish people would have to pass through the valley, assembled a great army. Some
of them hid in the many caves on the slopes of the mountain, while another group awaited the Jewish people in the
valley below, hoping to ambush them unexpectedly from above and from below when they passed through the valley.

G‑d, however, arranged that the people did not go down into the valley at all, but stayed above. He then commanded
the mountains on both sides of the valley to come together, and the protrusions of one mountain pressed into the
caves of the other, crushing all the Amorites hidden inside.

Then, the well water flowed down through the valley and, becoming stronger in force, destroyed all the people that
were there, like the Egyptians who were destroyed by the sea. In fact, the Torah compares these two events when
recounting G‑d’s mighty deeds on behalf of the Jewish people.10

Since the Jewish people had passed over the mountains, they were not aware of all these miracles, so G‑d said, “I'm
going to make it known how many people I destroyed for them!” Thus, He sent the well water into the caves to wash
out all the limbs. When the Jewish people saw the well flowing with body parts, they realized the great miracle G‑d
had performed for them, and they burst out in song.11
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What Happened to Miriam’s Well?

Tiberias sits of the pebbly beaches of the Kinneret Sea.

According to one tradition in the Talmud, once Moses passed away, the well (together with the Clouds of Glory and
the manna) “disappeared.”12 Elsewhere, the Talmud tells us that “one who wants to see Miriam’s well, which
accompanied the Jewish people throughout their sojourn in the desert, should do the following: He should climb to
the top of Mount Carmel and look out [at the Mediterranean Sea], and he will see a rock that looks like a sieve in the
sea, and that is Miriam’s Well.”13

However, other sources place Miriam’s Well in the Sea of Galilee (also known as the Kinneret or the Sea of Tiberias).
In the words of the Midrash:

There was once a man with a skin disease who went down to immerse himself in the Sea of Tiberias. The Well of
Miriam appeared to him and he was healed. Where can it found? Rabbi Chiya bar Abba said: “It is written, ‘And it
looks on the face of the Yeshimon (lit. “wilderness”).’14 For anyone who goes up to the mountain Yeshimon, he will
see something like a small sieve in the Sea of Tiberias, and that is the Well of Miriam.”15

Rabbi Chaim Vital, the main disciple of Rabbi Yitzchak Luria, the Arizal, gives a more exact location for Miriam’s
Well: “As you walk along the shore of the Sea of Tiberias towards the hot springs of Tiberias, at the exact midway
point, in a place where there are many palm trees on the sea shore, parallel to the tower that is atop the mountain,
that is where the Well of Miriam is.”16

Drinking From the Well After Shabbat
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There is an ancient custom to draw and drink water from a well or natural spring after Shabbat. This is based on the
saying of the sages that the waters of Miriam’s Well flow through all the wells and natural springs every Saturday
night, and “anyone who encounters it and drinks of its waters will be immediately healed from all his afflictions.
Therefore, they are accustomed to draw water every Saturday night, since perhaps they will chance upon the well of
Miriam.”17

Although we discussed the well specifically as being in Miriam’s merit, in truth, our sages tells us that the entire
Exodus was in the merit of the righteous women, led by Miriam. And the final redemption will likewise be in the merit
of the righteous women—may it be speedily in our days!

Rabbi Yehuda Shurpin responds to questions for Chabad.org's Ask the Rabbi service.
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I turned on the faucet,
and nothing came out

In Judaism, time is
everything

© Copyright 2018, all rights reserved.

     Women 
   A Little Change (and Faith) Keeps Life Exciting

    By Elana Mizrahi
 

I’m awed by the pure wisdom of children. My 6½-year-old son says to me this past Shabbat: “You know Mommy,
when we first moved into this apartment, I was so excited and thought, ‘WOW!’ because there’s a park right below
our building, but now I’m used to it. It’s no big deal. When you get used to something, it’s boring already.”

It’s a reality. When you get used to something, after a while you take it for granted. You don’t see the blessing in it or
value it as much. It becomes less endearing.

This morning I came home and we had no running water. I turned on the
faucet and nothing came out. Someone was doing work outside our building
and for a few hours cut off our building’s water. Why? I don’t know. What I
do know is that I truly appreciated the running water when it came back. I
admit that probably by the end of the week, my flowing faucet will be taken
for granted once more.

I think about the year´s cycle and the calendar of events that G‑d created for us, and I realize that I never get bored.
The week passes by with its routine and busy mundane activities. Six days and then a change, Shabbat. There’s rich
and special foods. I have to time to sit and eat with my family, and appreciate each morsel and bite. Our clothes are
different. Our table is set differently, fancier and nicer than usual. No telephone calls, no e-mails, no texts of
distraction. It’s a change from the normal routine.

There’s a holiday in almost every month of the year. Passover takes me out of my routine of what I eat—no bread or
leavened foods. The ingredients are different, the dishes are different, the pots and pans are different. Sukkot takes
me outside of my home for an entire week. On Shavuot, we do not sleep all night long, and on Purim, we wear
disguises. Holy days, which take us out of our routine, make life exciting.

In Judaism, time is everything. On the one hand, it confines you; on the other hand, it transcends and expands you.
One minute, you are in Shabbat and enveloped in the sanctity of a holy day; another minute, you are in the mundane
of a regular day. King Solomon tells us: “A time to weep and a time to laugh; a time of wailing and a time of dancing.”
(Ecclesiastes 3:4) There are so many times in Judaism. Times that change. Times that change us.

We’re asked to be aware of what time it is because time continuously changes our status, and being present in the
time where you currently stand is a key to joy and living life with excitement.

And there’s one more Divine gift given to us with respect to time and change and status . . .

I teach brides the laws of Jewish family purity before their weddings. These
laws involve a time of separation from physical contact between a husband
and wife—the time when a woman menstruates and the seven days
following it. There is a time and way of preparation for a woman to immerse
in the mikvah. And a time of physical contact and closeness.

Because I speak a few languages, brides of different religious backgrounds, cultures and customs come my way.
Some I keep in touch with. Some, quite honestly, I don’t. At the beginning of our sessions, I always tell the bride that,
in the future, she can always call me if she has any questions. And they do call with questions ranging from recipes
to health issues to questions about harmony in the home.

I think back to an episode that I had with a bride named Stephanie, a medical student I met with twice. Why did she
come? Partly curiosity and partly because her cousin told her to. I could tell that the topic of going to the mikvah
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When you get used to
things, you take them for
granted

interested her, but after those few times, she got married and she never came back. I didn’t hear from her until two
years later.

“Elana, I remember you said that I could call you with questions. Do you have any tips for me? Things in our
marriage are getting boring.”

I always found this an interesting topic. I’ve been married to my husband nearly half of my life. There have been
trials, difficulties, challenges and tests, but boring? That’s not a word that I would use, even after nearly 20 years, to
describe our relationship.

“Stephanie,” I bluntly asked, “are you keeping the laws of family purity that I told you about? Are you going to the
mikvah?”

“No,” she answered honestly.

“Do you know what happens on the night a woman comes home from the mikvah, and she and her husband touch?
It’s electrifying.”

Our sages (Talmud Nida 31b) teach us that G‑d ordained a period of
separation from physical contact between a husband and his wife during
these days in part so that each month, the reunion after the mikvah will be
filled with excitement and bring rekindling to their marriage, as though they
were bride and groom once again on their wedding day.

I asked Stephanie to come over for review lessons. I wasn’t surprised when I called her a few months later to see
how things were going, and she told me how much the separation and reuniting were enhancing their relationship.

My son is right. When you get used to things, you take them for granted. It’s a Divine gift we have—that time
constantly changes, and that it changes us. We go from mundane to holy and back to mundane again, from routine
to out of the ordinary to routine once again. It’s a precious gift that brings joy, heightens awareness of our blessings,
and increases our appreciation of life and each other.

Originally from northern California and a Stanford University graduate, Elana Mizrahi now lives in Jerusalem with her
husband and children. She is a doula, massage therapist, writer, and author of Dancing Through Life, a book for
Jewish women. She also teaches Jewish marriage classes for brides.

© Copyright 2018, all rights reserved.

     Women 
   Why Do People Say I’m So Ungrateful?

    By Rosally Saltsman
 

Dear Rachel,

I’m ungrateful! At least that’s what my parents and friends tell me. They say I never appreciate anything
anyone does for me, and that I’m always finding fault with everyone and everything. Nothing’s ever good
enough—the weather, the music, the service, the gift, the compliment. They say I always find what to
complain about, and that I should be grateful for all my blessings. But you know, Rachel, sometimes I just
don’t see them, and even if I do, there are so many things wrong and well . . . missing.

No Gratitude

Dear Striving to Be Grateful,
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Every day write several
things you're grateful for

Things that are important
to you may not be as
important to others

I’m grateful you brought up this topic. We live in a world with greater affluence and convenience than ever before,
and yet people seem so unhappy. I wouldn’t be so quick to call yourself
ungrateful; there could be many reasons for your lack of enthusiasm. You
could be very sensitive, or you could have very high expectations. Things
that are important to you may not be as important to others.

Still, gratitude is important for a happy and meaningful life, and it’s a mitzvah
to be happy. Jews start the day with the “Modeh Ani” prayer, thanking G‑d for another day of life. The first blessings
we say in the morning are thanking G‑d for the most basic things—being Jewish, being free, being able to see,
having clothes . . . things most people take for granted which, unfortunately, many cannot. So if you don’t already say
these morning blessings, I suggest you start. It helps to keep things in perspective. Tehillim (the Book of Psalms) is
also full of gratitude to G‑d.

Another obstacle to gratefulness is holding on to the belief that something has to be a certain way. The sun has to
shine today, I must get a watch for my birthday, I need to weigh 120 pounds, my friend/spouse/parent has to treat me
a certain way. The more expectations we have, the more we’re going to be disappointed.

Look for the good in whatever situation you’re in. If you were planning to go on a hike and it starts to rain, go sit
somewhere warm and have a hot chocolate, or make some popcorn and sit down with a good book. If someone
buys you a present you don’t quite like and you can’t return it, look for ways to enjoy it, and focus on the thought and
love behind the gift. (Or pass it on to someone else.) If plans change, look for the possibility in them. It’s a choice.
The glass is always full, even if it is full of air.

Any time somebody does something to annoy or disappoint you, look for something to praise about them. Look for
the good in any event that doesn’t turn out the way you would have liked and in any person who doesn’t live up to
your expectations. It doesn’t take more effort to see the good than to see the bad; we just have negativity as a
default mechanism. And not just you—almost everyone. It’s our work to defy this part of ourselves and say: “No,
you’re wrong, this is good.”

We take a lot for granted in our lives, and although there are many disappointments and very difficult experiences,
most of the time we just suffer from the annoyances of life. The Talmud
defines suffering as someone who reaches into his pocket and pulls out the
wrong coin. Our sages were not oblivious to the real pain caused by minor
irritations. However, there are also many great things we are privileged to
have, enjoy and experience, and if we focus on those, we’ll feel less inclined
to complain.

So, go to a stationery store and buy the prettiest hard-cover notebook you can find and turn it into a gratitude journal.
Every day, write several things you’re grateful for. Try to write at least 10. They could be about the weather, food
you’ve eaten, a song you love, a laugh you shared with someone, or simply the fact that you are healthy and alive,
and able to write in your notebook.

Don’t let people label you. You are full of gratitude you don’t yet recognize.

Just one last point. When we feel that something is missing, it is because we are longing for something and that
creates an unease that affects everything else.

Ask yourself what that “missing” thing is. Is it emotional (you’re looking for love)? Is it spiritual (you want to have
more of G‑d in your life)? Is it physical (you need to be more active)? Is it professional (you feel you’re not actualizing
yourself)? Is it a lack of social or intellectual stimulation, or do you just need to have more fun? Are you in an
uncomfortable life situation that you’re not recognizing or don’t feel you have the power to change? Learn to
differentiate between trivial dissatisfaction and a longing for something important that’s not there.

Remember: People who are happy are grateful, and people who are grateful are happy.

Wishing you contentment always and lots of things to write in your gratitude journal!

Rachel

Rosally Saltsman is a freelance writer originally from Montreal living in Israel. Click here to email Rosally.
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Reb Elchonon Dov “Chonye” Morosov

     Jewish News 
   Mendel Morosov, 101, Personification of Chassidic

History and Wit
    

     By Dovid Margolin and Eli Rubin
 

Rabbi Menachem Mendel Morosov, the oldest living Lubavitcher chassid, passed away on Jan. 17 in New York. He
was 101 years old, just six weeks shy of his 102nd birthday.

Morosov, known affectionately as “Reb Mendel,” was born in the White Russian village of Lubavitch, the cradle of the
Chabad-Lubavitch movement, on March 18, 1916, and lived through a century of Chabad history. Following three
successive Rebbes from the movement’s eponymous village of Lubavitch in the Tsarist era, to Rostov and Leningrad
under Soviet rule, he ultimately made it to New York, where under the leadership of the Rebbe—Rabbi Menachem
M. Schneerson, of righteous memory—Chabad would be transformed into an international force.

His own life began just as traditional Jewish life in the Russian Pale of Settlement was coming to an end, just as
World War I and the Russian Revolution were about to unleash lawlessness, pogroms, famines and disease
throughout the region. He experienced two World Wars and the darkest days of Stalinist terror, when his father, older
brother, and countless other friends and relatives were arrested and taken away forever.

Against all odds, he survived, leaving the Soviet Union with falsified Polish papers in 1946 before settling in
Brooklyn, N.Y., in 1953.

His father was Rabbi Elchonon Dov “Chonye” Morosov, secretary of the fifth and sixth Rebbes—Rabbi Shalom
DovBer and Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak Schneersohn, of righteous memory—and a key figure in the sixth Rebbe’s network
of underground synagogues, yeshivahs and schools in the Soviet Union.

It was by virtue of the position of Morosov’s father that Reb Mendel was
able to witness pivotal moments in the Lubavitcher movement’s history,
retaining a storehouse of memories that he shared copiously and
entertainingly with generations of listeners.

Growing up in Stalin’s Soviet Union, danger was an overarching part of
life for Morosov, who witnessed his father’s first arrest in 1927, from which
he returned, and second arrest in 1938, from which he did not. His father,
Reb Chonye, was tortured together with one of Morosov’s older brothers,
Shmuel. Both were executed in April 1938.
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An internal state file confirming that Reb Chonye Morosov's sentence, as handed down by a
"Troika" of the NKVD, was fulfilled on April 9, 1938. Morosov, his son Shmuel and nine others
who were part of his case were all executed that day in a forest outside Leningrad.

The Energy and Charm of a Mischievous Child

One might expect someone as venerable as Reb Mendel to bend beneath the weight of the past, to be grave of
character, to be critical and stern. Not so Reb Mendel. On the contrary, he exuded the energy and charm of a
mischievous child—a charm that sparkled in his eyes and was enhanced by the sprightly white beard that framed his
face. If there was one serious lesson that he constantly sought to impart, it was this: Never take yourself more
seriously than you ought to. In Chabad, self-abnegation is an ideal often associated with the hard work of
contemplative prayer—toil of the heart and mind. But Reb Mendel personified a self-abnegation that was at once
lighter and more profound.

In his later years, he would often share a self-deprecating anecdote of his own devising (needless to say, this works
much better in Yiddish):

I recently received a notification from above. They said they needed me. I asked, why would they want
me? And they responded that above they are looking for a chassidic mentor, a mashpiah. Said I, there
are many great mashpe’im there already, R. Nissan [Nemenov, d. 1984], R. Shlomo Chaim [Kesselman,
d. 1971] etc.; why do they need me? No, they responded, they don’t need a mashpiah in heaven, they
need one in hell.

Many of his anecdotes had punchlines that made a similar point. Never take anything for granted. We are all limited;
we are all fallible. If we are placed on a pedestal, we should never lose sight of the distinction between our real
selves and our public image. None of us knows everything there is to know about anything. Complacency is egotism.
So is over-seriousness.
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With his sharp wit and wealth of knowledge, Morosov inspired generations of students.
(Photo: Mordechai Lightstone)

Despite the extremes of adversity that marked his life, Morosov was a joyous man. Sharp of intellect and wit, he was
the life and soul of Chassidic celebrations well into his 90s, outdancing and outsinging people many decades his
junior. In New York, he served for decades as a teacher and mentor of chassidus at the Oholei Torah Yeshiva, which
he helped found, staying involved in the day-to-day operations of the massive school even after his retirement.

In his later years, while his body began to show signs of age, his mind did not. When he could no longer make it to
synagogue on Shabbat, family members arranged a weekly minyan to come to his home. Instead of it being a
somber affair, “Mendel Morosov’s minyan” became a popular destination for anyone in the Crown Heights
neighborhood of Brooklyn on a Shabbat morning, where they could share a hearty l’chaim with Reb Mendel while
hearing him teach a new song or hold forth on a century of Lubavitcher history.

One of his favorite melodies—a vibrant dance tune that his father would sing and which Reb Mendel popularized—
captures something of his vibrant spirit:

Revolution, Privation, Persecution, and Slaughter

For 102 years and two months, the village of Lubavitch served as home and headquarters of the Lubavitch
movement. It was in the fall of 1915, as World War I rapidly approached the White Russian village, that the fifth
Rebbe—Rabbi Sholom Dov Ber (1860-1920)—evacuated the seat of four generations of Chabad Rebbes and
headed east to Rostov-on-Don.

At that time, “Lubavitch ceased to be the seat of the Lubavitch Rebbes and the center of Chabad,” wrote Rabbi Yosef
Yitzchak. “But the name ‘Lubavitch’ will always be bound up with Chabad Chasidism and will ever awaken sweet
memories, and portray a wonderful chapter in Jewish history.”
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An artist's rendering of the town of Lubavitch.

It was just as this long era came to an end that Reb Mendel was born, and over the next century he would serve as a
link, a bridge of sorts, to the days when Lubavitch was in Lubavitch. Yet it was just as his life began that a new world
was being violently birthed around him, one that would herald brutality and murder never yet known to man. He was
born in a village where Jews had lived more or less peacefully for hundreds of years, though around the bend were
revolution, privation, persecution and slaughter.

Reb Mendel was the first of Elchonon Dov (“Chonye”) and Chaya Bracha Morosov’s four children, born on the 13th
of Adar II 5676 on the Jewish calendar (Reb Chonye’s first wife, with whom he had five children, passed away in
childbirth a year prior to Reb Mendel’s birth).

Reb Chonye himself came from a non-Chassidic background, but when Rabbi Sholom Dov Ber opened his yeshivah,
Tomchei Temimim, in 1897, he became one of its first students. Rabbi Sholom Dov Ber described his new institution
in military terms, explaining that by incorporating Chassidic philosophy and the Chassidic outlook on life into the
curriculum of the school, he was building a spiritual army, young men who would be ready to take on all of the
hardships—both material and spiritual—that lay in the tumultuous times ahead. Reb Chonye would turn out to be not
merely a foot soldier, but a commanding officer.

Reb Chonye served as Rabbi Sholom Dov Ber’s secretary for about a year-and-a-half until the Rebbe left the village.
Reb Chonye, however, could not go with the Rebbe because his wife was expecting a child, Mendel. The latter
would often chuckle that he was to blame for his father’s lost employment with the Rebbe.

Not long after Mendel was born, the Morosov family relocated to the Ukrainian town of Kremenchug, and then to
Yekaterinoslav, today Dnipro (Dnepropetrovsk), Ukraine. As refugees fleeing the frontlines, they were taken in by the
city’s chief rabbi and his family, Rabbi Levi Yitzchak and Rebbetzin Chana Schneerson, parents of the Rebbe—
Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson, of righteous memory.

In an interview with Jewish Educational Media’s “My Encounter with the Rebbe” oral history project, Morosov
recalled their arrival in Yekaterinoslav: “At that time there was very great hunger. I remember it. My feet became
swollen from starvation, they just lay there, and I couldn’t walk. We were children . . . ”

“One time, during the years the Morosovs lived in Yekaterinoslav, Rebbetzin Chana complained to Mrs. Morosov that
her eldest son [the Rebbe] does not eat enough,” according to the recently published Early Years. “Mrs. Morosov
chided the [future] Rebbe, ‘Mendel, you must eat. If you eat, you will grow!’ ” Many decades later, when Mrs.
Morosov first came to the United States, she had an audience with the Rebbe. When she entered his study, the
Rebbe stood to greet her, exclaiming: “Nu! Have I grown?!” Morosov recalled seeing the future Rebbe during these
years, but noted that he was too young to understand who he was or to remember any specific encounters.
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Morosov receives dollar bills from the Rebbe. (Photo: JEM/The Living Archive)

During the three years that the Morosovs lived in Yekaterinoslav, Reb Chonye would make the dangerous journey to
Rostov to see his Rebbe often. The Russian Civil War was in full swing, and although Judaism and Jewish life would
suffer unspeakable horrors under Bolshevik rule, during those years of Civil War the opposing White Army and its
supporters killed and maimed Jews in their path no less than their Red opponents. On one occasion, as he returned
home from Rostov, Reb Chonye was seriously injured when White sympathizers threw him off of a train. It was for
this reason, Reb Mendel would explain over the years, that although he lived during the lifetime of Rabbi Sholom
Dov Ber, he was never able to see him.

In 1920, Rabbi Sholom Dov Ber passed away, and was succeeded by his son, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak, who the next
year summoned Reb Chonye from Yekatrinoslav to become his secretary. The Morosov family moved into the
Rebbe’s own home, and as a young boy, Reb Mendel’s play area was not a schoolyard, but the study of Rabbi Yosef
Yitzchak Schneersohn, who was moving with alacrity to mobilize Russian Jewry in the face of the Bolshevik
crackdown.

“When I was a child . . . I must have been six years old, I would sneak into the yechidus room [the Rebbe’s own
office]. I’d pull at the door handle and if it was open I’d go running in!” Morosov recalled in an interview with Jewish
Educational Media’s “My Encounter with the Rebbe” oral history project. “In Rostov this was the largest room in the
house and there I had plenty of space to run. The Rebbe would be sitting near his desk and I’d be running up and
down.

“One time, I ran into the room and the Rebbe was sitting on a chair, right in the middle of the room—not at his desk,
just in the middle. He called me over and he asked me: ‘Where is your yetzer tov [good inclination]?’ I pointed here,
on the right side. ‘Where’s your yetzer hara [evil inclination]?’ I pointed here with my finger, on the left side. ‘And
where is your neshamah [soul]?’ I pointed here, at my head. Then he asks me, ‘And what do you have inside your
soul?’ I don’t know, I replied.

“ ‘You should know: Inside your neshamah, your soul, is a kleiner neshomoleh, a little soul.’ ”

Running out of the room, Morosov was accosted by several yeshivah students who had been standing there and, as
Morosov recalled, might have even witnessed the scene through the room’s glass doors. They picked him up and
asked what the Rebbe had told him, and he repeated it. Thereafter, they had a conversation regarding the meaning
of the Rebbe’s words, one saying the Rebbe must have meant the yechida sheb’nefesh—“the quintessence of the
soul,” and another saying it was the G‑dly spark found within each person.

“I was a small child, but I still remember those words,” Morosov would say.

Another incident from this period that remained fixed in Morosov’s mind concerned Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak’s daughter,
the future spouse of the Rebbe, Rebbetzin Chaya Mushka, who was already a young adult. She and her friends
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A portrait of the sixth Rebbe—Rabbi Yosef
Yitzchak Schneersohn, of righteous memory—
taken shortly before leaving the Soviet Union
in 1927.

would sometimes play with the younger children, but what stood out in his mind was one occasion when she read
the evening Shema together with him.

Watch Reb Mendel himself share his, and his sister’s, memories of their encounters with Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak
Schneersohn of Lubavitch:

Underground Life

In mid-1924, when Reb Mendel was around 8 years old, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak was threatened with arrest by Soviet
authorities and forced to relocate to Leningrad. The Rebbe’s move and Reb Chonye’s key position in the Lubavitch
movement’s underground Jewish network meant that the Morosovs went there as well. With his father busy working
for the Rebbe, and no cheder in Leningrad available to them, Mendel and his younger brother, Hirshel, were sent to
study in Nevel.

“I remember we studied in a big hall,” he recalled in a 2015 interview. “In the center of the room was a great table,
and we would sit around it and study. Our class had quite a large number of children. We studied chumash, although
I don’t recall whether we learned it with Rashi or not, but what I remember for certain was that we had a Chassidic
teacher, for on Fridays and Shabbos we did not study at all and instead he would tell us Chassidic stories. At night
we’d fold up the table and move the chairs around, throw some rags over them, and go to sleep.”

The yeshivah headed to Leningrad for the month of Elul 1925, with 9-year-old Mendel and 7-year-old Hirshel among
them. While there, Hirshel had developed an infection, which kept growing worse; on the second day of Rosh
Hashanah, he passed away. After that, Mendel’s mother refused to send her surviving son back to Nevel, so he
stayed in Leningrad.

During these years, the Yevsektzia, the Jewish section of the Communist
Party, working hand in hand with the G.P.U., kept tightening the noose
around Jewish life and tradition in the Soviet Union, attempting to
suffocate it so that the next generation of Russian Jews could not follow in
the footsteps of their parents. While mocking old people who believed in
or were faithful to their ways, they were mostly left alone. It was those
who taught Jewish children and young people who were rightly seen as
the biggest threats, and so Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak, assisted ably by Reb
Chonye, and his network were viewed as a problem.

Mendel was 10 years old when, standing not far from his family’s
apartment in Leningrad, he was asked by a man walking together with a
local building supervisor where Elchonon Morosov lived. Sensing danger,
Mendel told them that he had no idea and promptly ran home to warn his
father that people had come to arrest him. After initially waving away his
son’s fears, Chonye led him into his office and gave him packets filled
with letters and documents, the Rebbe’s correspondences and papers
relating to Jewish work in the country that Chonye had been working on,
telling him to take the papers and run. There was soon a knock on the
door—this was Feb. 23, 1927. He was arrested, and shortly thereafter,
sentenced to three years of internal exile, returning in the fall of 1929 after
an amnesty had been declared.

A few months later, the Rebbe himself was arrested, and while at first
sentenced to death, he was eventually freed and allowed to leave the country for Riga, Latvia. Reb Mendel and his
youngest brother, Sholom, were there the day the Rebbe left the Soviet Union for the last time, receiving blessings
from him. Throughout, Chonye’s wife, Chaya Bracha, continued to receive her exiled husband’s paycheck from the
Rebbe. This ended when Chonye returned from Siberia, at which time he promptly began sending the sum back in
its entirety.

Upon his return, Reb Chonye attempted to make Elchonon Dov Morosov disappear, and obtained identity papers for
one certain Berko Leibovich Pevzner, under which he continued to live. The family moved to Polotzk, where Mendel
enrolled in a secret branch of the yeshivah where his father also taught.
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By 1931, the family moved back to Leningrad, where Reb Chonye continued to live in the shadows while his family
resided in a separate apartment assigned to Mendel’s name. Although the Rebbe was gone, he continued to
correspond with him in various ways and still played an important role in making sure a semblance of Jewish life
continued in the Soviet Union. One of these projects was the Tiferes Bachurim yeshivah, which had been founded by
Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak as a yeshivah for young men who were already working. It was directed by Rabbi Yaakov
Landau until he left the country in 1929, after which responsibility for its maintenance fell upon Reb Chonye.

“While there are yeshivahs,” Sarah Raskin, an eyewitness, would later quote Reb Chonye as saying, “our flag will not
be lowered, even in the hardest times.”

Blueprints of Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak's home, synagogue and headquarters in Leningrad,
annotated based on testimony given by Reb Mendel Morosov, who remembered the home
from his childhood. A) Mokhovaya Street, B) Synagogue, C) Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak's study, D)
Room of Rebbetzin Chaya Mushka (the Rebbe's wife) and her sister, Rebbetzin Sheina, E)
Apartment entrance, F) Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak's son-in-law and daughter, Rabbi Shmaryahu
and Chana Gurary's room, G) Inner courtyard. (Photo: Jewish Educational Media/Early
Years).

Once back in Leningrad, Reb Mendel too began working and took an active role in managing Tiferes Bachurim in the
city.

By late 1937, the G.P.U., by this time the known as the NKVD, was circling Lubavitch activities in Leningrad—Tiferes
Bachurim, in particular—arresting various functionaries associated with it. On Feb. 3, 1938, Chonye and nine other
Chabad leaders in the city were arrested; during his very first interrogation, he was forced to admit that he “had
actually received from Schneersohn letters, advice and prayers which he had circulated among believing Jews.”

A few weeks later, the secret police came back and arrested Mendel’s older brother Shmuel, who was by then
married with children, and attempted to take his brother Pinchas, who managed to escape via his building’s roof and
flee the city. It is assumed that Reb Mendel himself was a target at the time, and after going into hiding for a while
with his mother, they fled to Moscow.

It would be a lifetime before Reb Mendel ever learned of his father’s or brother’s true fate; his father and the nine
men arrested at the same time, as well as Shmuel, were sentenced to death and shot on April 9, 1938, their bodies
buried in a mass grave.

War, Marriage, Freedom

Despite not knowing his family’s whereabouts, Reb Mendel had to continue to survive. Not believing those in
Moscow within the Jewish community arguing that the advancing Germans were the better of the two sides, Morosov
took his mother and fled east to Tashkent, Soviet Uzbekistan. The war years were difficult, and his older brother
Pinchas, who had evaded the NKVD, succumbed to wartime hunger, leaving behind a family.
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Addressing the audience at a wedding. (Photo:
Mordechai Lightstone)

In Tashkent, a match was cooked up by his mother and future mother-in-law, Maryasha Shagalov, and in 1944, Reb
Mendel married his wife, Rosa (their first child was born there). Like him, Rosa was a victim of Stalin’s terror; her
father, a Lubavitcher chassid who served as rabbi of Gomel, was shot in 1937/38.

By war’s end, Morosov once again displayed his knack for survival. In Uzbekistan, while most people did not yet
know what to do, Morosov purchased Polish documents and headed west to Lvov, the only way out for “Polish”
citizens wishing to be “repatriated.” By early 1946, the Morosovs were out of Russia, making a long journey that
eventually got them to a DP camp in Germany. After living for a time in France and then Dublin, Ireland (where he
worked as a shochet, a ritual kosher slaughterer), Morosov moved his family to New York in 1953, settling in the
Crown Heights neighborhood of Brooklyn near the new, seventh Rebbe.

After practicing shechitah, he went into business for a time before helping
his close friend Rabbi Michoel Teitelbaum found Oholei Torah in the
1960s. A decade later, the school opened a high school, and Morosov
became its founding principal, eventually expanding it into a full-fledged
yeshivah for students of all ages.

More than almost anything else, it was his infectious humor and a certain
twinkle in his eye that drew people of all ages into his orbit. The older he
got, the more apparent it became that he was an elderly man forever
young in spirit. Up until just a few years ago, it was not uncommon to see
one of his children or his wife come to a late-night farbrengen to convince
him it was time to leave the party, where he was most often found center
stage.

Chassidic niggunim were also something that were precious to him. His
father had played a pivotal role in saving for posterity the 10 tunes of the
Alter Rebbe, Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi, when at the behest of Rabbi
Yosef Yitzchak he hired an old Russian chazan to listen to him sing them
and write out the notes.

He knew how to draw a crowd, and he did not disappoint. Reb Mendel’s
ultimate hero was his father, and as his father once upon a time prayed at
length for many long hours straight, Reb Mendel would from time to time
emulate him. Praying at length, davening b’arichus as it’s known, is a
Chassidic trait—an innovation introduced by the Baal Shem Tov himself.
On one Shabbat about 10 years ago, Morosov was doing just that, and as
the minyan concluded and the kiddush farbrengen began, Morosov
swayed under his tallit, softly reading the words to a heartfelt melody.

After some time, one of the farbrengen participants got up and walked over to Reb Mendel, observing that he was
still in the beginning of his prayers. “This is a little selfish of you,” the participant jocularly challenged, “there’s a whole
table of people waiting to hear you.” Reb Mendel looked out from under his tallit and winked in response. Within an
astonishingly short amount of time, he was finished praying and sitting at the head of the table, ready to once again
share his stories and witticisms of the distant past, which all of a sudden didn’t seem so long ago.

In addition to his wife, he is survived by their children: Rabbi Zalmen Marosov (Montreal, Canada), Rabbi Hershel
Morosov (Brooklyn, N.Y.), Rochel Goldberg (Brooklyn, N.Y.), Sterna Lesches (Monsey, N.Y.), Esther Friedman
(Overland Park, Kan.), Leah Goldman (Brooklyn, N.Y.) and Henya Milecki (Sydney, Australia); in addition to
hundreds of grandchildren, great-grandchildren and great-great grandchildren.

Some of these stories and information have been adapted with permission from JEM’s “My Encounter with the
Rebbe” oral history project, which is dedicated to recording first-person testimonies documenting the life and
guidance of the Rebbe.

© Copyright 2018, all rights reserved.
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Dov Ber “Berel” Levertov, known popularly as
Berel Kabilaker

     Jewish News 
   ‘Washington Post’ Highlights Santa Fe Rabbi’s

Soviet-Era Inspiration
    

     By Dovid Margolin
 

The Washington Post has been working on a project during the last year titled “What Unites Us,” a compilation of
portraiture and audio interviews conducted with 102 people from all 50 states and Washington, D.C., exploring the
bonds that unite all Americans. Published on Jan. 17, the Post explains that they asked “people to contemplate what
it means to be American in this time of upheaval and rapid change,” and that the interviews “reveal commonalities
and convictions that bridge geography, gender, occupation, race or religion—an indication that perhaps what unites
Americans to one another is as powerful as what divides them.”

Among the two people profiled from the state of New Mexico was Rabbi Berel Levertov, co-director of Santa Fe
Jewish Center-Chabad. “I feel we are all part of the same country and it’s a land of opportunity for everybody,” he
told the Post.

In the audio, Levertov, 48, who has lived in Santa Fe with his wife, Devorah Leah, and children since 1996, spoke of
the persecution his family faced as Lubavitcher Chassidimin the Soviet Union, from which his father narrowly
escaped in 1946.

“My grandfather . . . was actually killed by the Russian [government] for practicing his religion, practicing Judaism,
and actively engaging others to do so in Moscow,” he explains.

Levertov’s grandfather and namesake was Dov Ber “Berel” Levertov, known popularly as Berel Kabilaker for the
village of Kabiliak (today Kobeliaky, Ukraine) in Poltava region, where he briefly served as rabbi and shochet (ritual
kosher slaughterer) in 1907-08. After serving in a number of rabbinical positions in Ukraine and Belarus, all in the
Russian Empire, Levertov moved to Moscow in 1922, where he would become a pillar of Chabad’s underground
Jewish network. To support his growing family but still be able to avoid working on Shabbat, Levertov purchased
knitting machines that he operated from home as part of an artel.

The family lived in Moscow’s Marina Roscha neighborhood, where the
elder Levertov prayed daily at the wooden Marina Roscha synagogue
(constructed in 1927), serving as gabbai of its Chabad Chassidic prayer
quorum and an influential leader of the congregation.

“At the end of World War II, for example, he felt it important for the shul to
have its own official Rabbi, suggesting Rabbi Nosson Nota Olevsky, an
elderly Torah scholar—not a Chabad Chassid—who had been in exile in
Siberia. His suggestion was accepted and Rabbi Olevsky remained in this
position for many years until his passing,” wrote his late son, Rabbi
Moshe Levertov, in his memoirs, The Man Who Mocked the KGB
[available in its entirety online at Chabad.org]. Moshe Levertov was Santa
Fe Rabbi Berel Levertov’s father, and as a founder and leader of Lishkas
Ezras Achim—an organization based in the Crown Heights neighborhood
of Brooklyn, N.Y., that sent massive amounts of religious and material aid
to Soviet Jews beginning in the 1960s—an unsung hero of the Soviet
Jewry movement.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/national/what-unites-us/?utm_term=.359bf63c8c59
https://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/1209404/jewish/New-Mexico-Jewish-Center-Expanding.htm
https://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/3528819/jewish/Underground-Memories-Recalling-Secret-19-Kislev-Gatherings-in-1960s-Moscow.htm
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/312429/jewish/The-Man-Who-Mocked-The-KGB.htm
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Surprisingly, Soviet authorities allowed the wooden Marina Roscha Synagogue to be
constructed in the Moscow neighborhood in 1927, and it remained open through the duration
of communism. During his time there before and after World War II, Levertov was the central
power broker there, ensuring Jewish life continue no matter how difficult. His stubborn
leadership was recognized by the NKVD, which took active measures to stop him, culminating
with his 1947 arrest. The synagogue, seen here circa 1987, was burnt down by arsonists in
the 1990s. (Photo: Nathan Brusovani (Bar), www.brusovani.com).

Moshe’s father, the elder Berel Levertov, who was for a time the only mohel (circumcisor) in Moscow, slaughtered his
own chickens to ensure kashrut, and stubbornly refused to allow his children to attend Soviet schools—all this in
taking place in the 1930s, amid the height of Stalinist bloodshed. Surviving the war in Soviet Uzbekistan, he returned
to Moscow, where his reputation as the true powerbroker at the Marina Roscha synagogue grew, and immediately
caught the attention of the NKVD. Rather than risk the entire operation, he decided against joining the Lubavitcher
Chassidim escaping the Soviet Union in 1946 via Lvov, opting to send his sons—Sholom and Moshe—and himself
remaining in Moscow.

In Sept. 1947, the brothers received a letter from a sister in the Soviet Union telling them not to write anymore.
“Father is very sick, and has been taken to hospital,” she wrote, from which they gathered that he had been arrested.

Years later, Moshe would hear that shortly prior to his arrest, “Father was walking with someone when they noticed
they were being followed. ‘I don’t care what they do to me now,’ Father told his companion resolutely. ‘I’ve already
sent my sons out of this accursed land. I have nothing more to fear from the police.’ ”

‘Remembering Where We Came From’

According to documents uncovered in KGB archives following the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Levertov had
been under close watch between 1945-47, the subject of constant informants, as attested by pages of evidence in
his KGB file.

“Levertov is back to his old ways,” reads one note written by an office named Fuchs, and dated 11/4/46. “He attends
synagogue, performs circumcisions, and continues serving as a ritual slaughterer.”

His Aug. 12, 1947 arrest order states, among other accusations, that “Levertov B. Sh. is the head of the illegal anti-
Soviet organization of Chassidim, leader of whom is the Tzaddik Schneersohn [referring to the sixth Rebbe, Rabbi
Yosef Yitzchak Schneersohn, of righteous memory], who lives abroad.”
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“What Unites Us” is a compilation of portraiture and audio interviews conducted with 102
people from all 50 states and Washington, D.C., exploring the bonds that unite Americans.

On April 8, 1948, Levertov was sentenced to 10 years in “correctional labor camps,” and sent to TemLag, from which
he was later transferred to DubrovLag, where he died on Sept. 1, 1949.

“My father narrowly escaped and he instilled in me the importance of remembering where we came from and how in
the United States we can practice religion freely and without anything holding us back,” Santa Fe’s Rabbi Berel
Levertov told the Post. “We shouldn’t be afraid to practice religion.”

See the entire “Washington Post” project here, where Levertov’s interview is categorized under the
“Freedom and Fundamental Rights” subsection.

© Copyright 2018, all rights reserved.

     Story 
   The Chicken Farmer and the Man in the Bus Stop

    By Menachem Posner
 

Reb Yankel Lipskier was hardly your typical New Jersey chicken farmer. He had made his bones in Soviet Russia,
where he was the manager of a factory and an active participant in the underground Chabad movement. He was well
positioned to support the secret yeshivah that had sprung up in the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic, where he
and his family lived during World War II.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/national/what-unites-us/?utm_term=.359bf63c8c59
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When the Iron Curtain lifted briefly during the chaotic years that followed the war, Reb Yankel, his wife, Taibel, and
their growing brood escaped to the west and lived in France for a short while before coming to the United States.
Once they arrived, they settled in Brooklyn to be close to the sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe—Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak
Schneerson, of righteous memory—who had left the Soviet Union in 1927, but had maintained a close, if
clandestine, connection with the Jews who remained there.

Entering the rebbe’s study, Reb Yankel asked the rebbe to advise him regarding parnassah. What should he do to
earn a livelihood? The rebbe advised him to purchase a Yiddish newspaper and see what opportunities were being
advertised. Then the rebbe looked at a page of the newspaper that was in front of him. Running his pencil along the
columns of notices, he paused to mark an ad for a chicken farm for sale.

Located in Hightstown, N.J., 60 miles southwest of Brooklyn, the farm hardly seemed like a place to raise a growing
chassidic family. But Reb Yankel and Taibel needed no more convincing. Clutching the newspaper clipping, Reb
Yankel approached the offices of the Joint Distribution Committee and asked for assistance to purchase the farm.

“I’m sorry,” he was told by the sympathetic but skeptical case worker, “that farm is a losing proposition. Why don’t
you look into something that has more potential?”

Crestfallen, Reb Yankel returned to the rebbe, who told him, “They will give you funds for the farm. Go back and ask
again.”

And so it was. With the help of the Joint, the Lipskier family soon found themselves on a farm in New Jersey.

They weren’t entirely alone. In those days, there were numerous Jewish farmers in the area—mostly fellow
immigrants from Europe—and Reb Yankel did his best to kindle the latent spark of Judaism within them.

Even as his farm floundered (the officials from the Joint had been correct in their assessment), his spiritual
endeavors thrived. The sleepy synagogue was alive with classes in Tanya, Ein Yaakov and Jewish law.

“You think I sent you to New Jersey to be a farmer?” the rebbe once remarked to Reb Yankel. “Many others can be
farmers. You are there to fulfill a Divine mission!”

Reb Yankel in his later years, reading from a well worn prayerbook.

Life on the farm was hard. The community remained painfully small, and there were few if any other young chassidic
families for miles around.

A bright spot in the monotony of loneliness and poverty that was their lot was when the rebbe would dispatch groups
of rabbinical students to the area. Sleeping on the synagogue’s hard benches, the young men would travel from farm
to farm every day for several weeks, selling Jewish texts for nominal fees, encouraging the farmers to increase their
Jewish engagement, and reminding them that there was a Jew in Brooklyn who cared for them deeply.

It once happened that a group of students arrived before Shabbat and told Reb Yankel that they had been given a
specific instruction from the rebbe: to find out the full Hebrew name of Moishe Green. (When praying for someone, it
is customary to pray using their Hebrew name and the Hebrew name of their mother.)
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Reb Yankel’s mind began racing. He knew just about everybody in the tight-knit Jewish community, and he could not
think of anyone named Moishe Green.

Shabbat morning came, and Reb Yankel approached the gabbai, the synagogue caretaker, to see if he perhaps
knew the identity of the mysterious Moishe Green.

“Yes, I know who he is,” the gabbai said. “He lives around here but has never stepped foot in the synagogue, not
even on Yom Kippur. Oddly enough, he came to synagogue this morning and is actually sitting and praying right over
there.” The caretaker gestured discreetly in the direction of a man with a pronounced hunchback.

Looking at the stranger, Reb Yankel realized that his face was familiar. Every Shabbat, as Reb Yankel walked to
synagogue, he would see the man, a fat cigar in his mouth, waiting at the bus stop for the express bus to Jersey City.

Following prayers, Reb Yankel announced that there would be a grand kiddush reception, during which the visiting
rabbinical students would share words of inspiration and lively chassidic melodies. Reb Yankel made sure to sit
down next to the newcomer.

Once everyone was seated around the table, happily tucking into the herring, kichel (sweet cracker) and spirits, Reb
Yankel raised his glass and announced that there was another reason for the celebration. He was marking the
yahrzeit (anniversary of passing) of his mother, whose name was Batsheva. “And what was your mother’s name?” he
asked Moishe Green as nonchalantly as he could.

With the prized information in hand, the rabbinical students were able to report back to the rebbe with the information
he had requested.

Meanwhile, Reb Yankel was curious to know what would happen to Moishe Green. The following Shabbat, as he
walked to the synagogue, he passed the bus stop, but Moishe was nowhere to be seen. The same thing happened
the next week, and the next. Moishe had disappeared.

“Do you know what happened to Moishe Green?” he asked the synagogue caretaker, who seemed to know
everything about everyone. “I have not seen him for several weeks now.”

“You didn’t hear?” replied the caretaker. “After spending Shabbat with the rabbinical students sent by the rebbe, he
suddenly left his non-Jewish family and moved out of town!”

While our story ends here, we can only speculate that somewhere in the world the stooped figure of Moishe Green
entered a synagogue or yeshivah, ready to resume the Jewish life he had left behind so many years prior.

As for Reb Yankel? It was several more years that he would remain on the chicken farm. In 1954, the seventh
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson, of righteous memory, told him that his mission in New Jersey
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was over, and that he could relocate with his family to Brooklyn. He did so, opened a small grocery, and threw
himself into communal life, serving as a gabbai in the Rebbe’s synagogue.

A skilled amateur carpenter, Reb Yankel lovingly crafted many of the distinct furniture pieces
that grace the main Chabad synagogue in Brooklyn.

Rabbi Menachem Posner serves as staff editor for Chabad.org.
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     Lifestyle 
   Comforting Chicken Noodle Soup

    By Miriam Szokovski
 

Is there any food as quintessentially Jewish as chicken soup? I'd be hard pressed to choose one.
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I've already shared my traditional chicken soup, golden chicken soup with kreplach, and my friend's chunky chicken-
barley soup, but there's always room for one more: the glorious chicken-noodle soup.

Whether you make it for Shabbat, for someone sick, as a comfort food, or simply for Tuesday night dinner, I hope this
recipe hits the spot and fills that chicken soup need.

Ingredients

2 tbsp. olive oil
1 onion, diced
1½ tbsp. kosher salt, divided

http://www.chabad.org/blogs/blog_cdo/aid/2463322/jewish/Traditional-Chicken-Soup.htm
http://www.chabad.org/blogs/blog_cdo/aid/2980528/jewish/Traditional-Chicken-Kreplach-in-Golden-Chicken-Soup.htm
http://www.chabad.org/blogs/blog_cdo/aid/3085969/jewish/Rishes-Chunky-Chicken-Barley-Soup.htm
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3 carrots, diced
3 celery stalks, diced
4 chicken drumsticks
6-8 chicken wings
1 small zucchini, diced
1 small sweet potato, diced
12-15 cups cold water
1 bunch dill
½ lb. thin egg noodles or angel hair spaghetti

Directions

1. Heat the oil over medium-high heat in the bottom of a large pot. Add the onion and ½ tsp. salt and saute until
translucent. Add the carrots and celery and cook 2-3 minutes. Add the chicken drumsticks, remaining
vegetables, water, and dill.

2. Turn the flame down to the lowest it will go. Keep the pot uncovered (cooking it uncovered helps keep the
soup clear). Simmer for 4-6 hours.

3. Remove the dill and discard. Remove the chicken, discard the skin and bones, shred the chicken and return it
to the soup. Add the remaining 1 tbsp. salt. Taste and add more salt if necessary.

4. Turn off the stove, add the noodles to the soup and cover until noodles are cooked. Serve immediately or
refrigerate for later.

5. OPTIONAL: after refrigerating, the fat will rise to the top and solidify. You can remove that for a less fatty broth.
6. NOTE: if you are gluten free or don't want to use noodles for some other reason, add 1 large Yukon Gold

potato, diced, when you add the rest of the ingredients earlier.

Miriam Szokovski is the author of the historical novel Exiled Down Under, and a member of the Chabad.org editorial
team. She shares her love of cooking, baking and food photography on Chabad.org’s food blog, Cook It Kosher.
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   Art: 12 Tribes of Israel: Asher - The Prosperous One

http://www.chabad.org/1764555
http://www.chabad.org/2056657
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    By Lesley Friedmann
 

“Because of my good fortune, because women have called me fortunate.” (Genesis 30:13)

Leah named Zilpah’s second child Asher, which indicates an abundance of fortune and joy. Asher embodies the kind
of happiness that comes from prosperity, from having more than what is needed for survival. This painting invites us
to join in a luxurious late afternoon feast of fruit - to enjoy the bounty of the Land. The seven species of the Land of
Israel - wheat, barley, grapes, figs, pomegranates, olives and dates - are laid before us, and the land spread out
beneath us is lush and productive. The land of the tribe of Asher, along the northwest coast of Israel, was known for
its olive trees and oil, which represent prosperity.

The fresh blue color of the tribe’s gemstone, aquamarine, is reflected in the sky and in the Mediterranean Sea, which
shines in the distant horizon.

Lesley Friedmann’s deep connection to her Jewish heritage and strong ties to the land of Israel influence her art.
From her childhood in South Africa, to her teenage years on a kibbutz in Israel, art was always Lesley’s favorite
class. She served in the Israeli Armed Forces and then immigrated to Victoria, Canada, where she pursued an

http://www.chabad.org/8225#v13
http://www.chabad.org/3617011
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undergraduate degree in Art Education and settled down to raise a family of four children with her husband, Bryan. In
2016, Lesley earned her Masters of Arts degree in Curriculum and Instruction from the University of Victoria. Lesley
now devotes most of her free time to painting.
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